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Shining behind the scenes:

Athletic trainers keep players healthy, fit to
play but: receive little recognition for efforts
gency care, and
rehabilitation
and reconditioning.
The athletic program prepares
the trainers for
-c:,
.
k
g- vanous
tas sexS' pected to be per~ formed throughC') out the career of
sports medicine.
I
Three
~ students have
S: been sent to pro~ fessional intern-

By La Shanda Lombard
Panther Staff

Behind every good
man there is a good woman,
and behind every successful
athletic program are skilled
athletic trainers.
Under the leadership of Dr. John Mayes, director of Athletic Training/
Sports Medicine, 15 clinical
trainers at Prairie View
A&M University (PVAMU)
have done an outstanding
job throughout the years.
bv the National
The main purpose of Trainer Tamika Spencer and Graduate Assistant Alec Hawkins tape a football
Football
League
the clinical trainers is to adlayer's arm.
(NFL).
These
minister aid, care and prestudents
are
Christopher
Wiland
Sports
Medicine
staff.
cine.
vention of all athletic injuliams
with
the
Dallas
CowThe
athletic
trainers
The
major
teaching
ries.
Admission into the receive hands-on experience domains are prevention and boys in the Summer of 1998,
athletic training program is and participate in several care of athletic injury and ill- Eric Frederick with the Atconducted jointly by the Of- classes that teach them the ness, evaluation, recognition lanta Falcons in the Summer
fice of Admissions and the essential skills needed to suc- and referral of athletic injury, of1996and 1997 and Demetris
PVAMU Athletic Training ceed in the field of sports medi- first aid and athletic emer- Doswell with the Philadelphia

f

PVAMU dancers sic_share
stage with Janet Jackso~
Dance Ensemble presented to th,J Classic Dance was afforded the opportunity
will be going on an
"Escapade" with
R&B performer,
JanetJackson in the
Houston portion of
herVelvetRopeTour
on Saturday, Oct.
31,1998.
"g.
C a e s a r
~ Barajas, Roderick
r,- Blanton,
Randa
'<
C') Russell, and Tanya
Silmon are the four
:, Prairie View students and ensemble
~ members who will
grace Houston's
Dancers Randa Russell and Tanya Silmon Woodlands Auditowere two of the four students chose to
rium stage for the

g

r
=

ance with Janet Jackson.

By Shana A. Miller

pre-concert activities this Saturday mght.
The opportunity to
Members of the Clas- participate in this event was

Panther Staff

Ensemble at the King and
Queens Ball, Oct. 7, 1998 by
Nayanna Diaz's dance company, Paraiso International
Dance Company.
Diaz has experienced
several encounters with the
Classic Dance .l'~nsemble.
Diaz, a former Prairie
View student, became familiar with the Classic Dance
Ensemble two years ago at
the College Dance Exchange.
Thts semester she
cametoobserveClassicDance
Ensemble's performance at
the King and Queen's ball.
"I knew they (Classic
Dance Ensemble) had quality
dancers," said Diaz.
"They are really
good ... (and) catch on quick to
choreography."
The entire ensemble

to participate in this
weekend's performance.
The requirement for
being included in the performance: availability.
The students just
needed to have time to practice with Diaz.
"It's truly an honor,"
said Silmon.
Students can witness
the entire Classic Dance Ensemble as they display variousdancingstylesattheirconcert on Monday, Nov. 9, 1998
andTuesday,Nov.10, 1998at
7:30p.m. inHobartTaylorRecital Hall. Tickets are available for $3 pre-sale and $4 at
the door.
The Classic Dance
Ensemble celebrates its 10year anruversary m January
1999.

Eagles in the Summer of
1997.
The summer intern program sponsored by
the NFL awarded the interns a $2,000 scholarship
for minorities and full paid
expenses including a place
to live for the two months
during the internship.
From whirlpools to
high tech treadmills, the
clinic is equipped with some
of the best equipment for
treating the injuries of the
athletes.
quirements for completion
of the program are 1800
clinical hours of collegiate
athletic training room experience and •tealh-sport
coverage.
Also a minimum of
three years of clinical experience is required to complete the program.
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Reality Check: The money is missing
By Tiara M. Ellis
Editor-in-Chief

Beware boppers and gold diggers. That
man riding around in a Lexus or BMW wearing
Armani from head to foot may look like he has
money, but chances are, he is living well beyond
his means.
It's all an image. An image people try
to maintain for the purpose of presenting a
standard people think others should live by. A
standard that keeps people spending money
instead of investing it.
Investing a portion of your income is
one way to achieve the lifestyle that so many
people are trying to live. No matter what your
income may be, ifyou invest your money wisely,
eventually you will be capable of high class
clothes and cars.
Everyone comes to college for various
reasons. One of the most common reasons is to
make money for an affluent life. Money, after

all, is what makes the wor Id go around.
According to the authors of The Millionaire Next Door -, Thomas J. Stanley and
William D. Danko, there are seven
characterisitics that are common among
millionaires:
1) They live well below their means.
2) They use their time, energy, and money in
ways that produce wealth.
3) They believe that financial independence
is more important than displaying high social status.
4) Their parents did not continually support
them outside of their home.
5) Their adult children are economicallyselfsufficient.
6) They are proficient in targeting market
opportunities.
7) They chose the right occupation.
Following these seven points does
not guarantee you will become a millionaire,
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See Money on page 3

Same old, same old
Isn't everyone tired of
hearing about Clinton?
Truman, or even Kennedy? He
got caught.
Copy Editor
There has been more
money carelessly spent on this
Okay-Jeopardy! Po
issue than most people will
Qmz question for the day.
ever see in their entire lives.
"The only story mak- Millions ofour tax dollars have
ing more headlines than Prai- been spent to investigate the
rie View A&M University circumstances of the Paula
(PVAMU)."
Jones and Monica Lewinsky
Answer: "What is the incidents.
Clinton Scandal?"
This money could
It's been done and re- have gone toward improving
done, twisted and retwisted, education, medical research,
chewed up arld spit back out. or law enforcement. Instead,
Everybody knows the it has been wasted on trying to
scenario. Boy meets girl. Boy trouble a President who the
marries girl. Bdy meets new maJority of the American
girl. Boy has affair with new people are satisfied with.
girl. Girl sues boy because he
The scandal has seen
has money, power, and respect. the front page of every major
Well, maybe not respect.
newspaper in the country and
News media, Con- most newspapers worldwide.
gress, and Republicans are all
There is not a televisaying that impeachment pro- sion news program around
ceedings are not being acti- that has not made Clinton its
vated bE:cause of Clinton's top story atleast once. Either
sexual contacts with Monica the editors and producers were
Lewinsky and PaulaJones, but really bored, or there was sudbecause he lied about the situ- denly a lack of newsworthy
ation.
issues.
Whatever! That is exThe time and money
actly why Bill Clinton is being spent on President Clinton's
stressed by Congress. Every situation is almost comical.
President has lied to the
So, next time you tum
American people. It is practi- on the television or read a
cally a requirement to hold the newspaper and it is covering
office.
Clinton, remember that it is
So what makes your money, your time, and
Clinton any different from your President they are talkPresidents Washington, ing about.

By Tina M. Ellis

THE FINAL INSU _
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Editorial Policy
The Panther is a publication supported through advertising and student
activity fees. Views expressed within the publication are not necessarily
those shared by Prairie View A&M University or the Texas A&M University Board of Regents. Visit the Prairie View web site at
www.pvamu.edu.
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The Panther responds to
neglected organization
In the last publication of the Panther, there is an
article on the cover page that reveals the activities that took
place during Homecoming week and the outcome of each
event. The article mentions the "Explosion on the Hill" Step
Show/Party and also states that members from both Greek
and Non-Greek organizations competed. However, the article
only acknowledges the Greek winners and fails to mention the
Non-Greek winners, Epsilon Gamma Iota, Inc., who received
the same first place prize for their performance.
When the Editor-in-Chief was addressed with the
question of"Why?" the response was that the name could have
been deleted in editing or that the authors simply chose not to
include the non-Greek winners initially in the article.
With either response, it shows how individual student
factions are unjustly treated at the discretion of other students. The theme for this Homecoming was supposed to reflect
on"A Rich History and a Preeminent Future ..." but according
to The Panther, the Non-Greek winners were never a part of
that rich history. I do not think that the efforts, practice time,
and energy the Non-Greek participants invested in their show
should go unnoticed because there was not enough editing
space. They are just as much a part of the student body and
deserve the same recognition as any other organization who
shows exemplary performance.

-
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Christina Titus
Senior, Electrical Engineering Major

Ms. Titus,
You are correct. There is no excuse for not listing
the winners of the Non-Greek step show competition .
Epsilon Gamma Iota, Inc. 's winning performance
should have been included in that front page article, but in
the day-to-day production of the newspaper, important
information is lost. It can not be redone, but hopefully your
letter and this correction will rectify the situation.
I would also like to note that my staff and I would
never use The Panther to intentionally distress an organization through misinformation or misrepresentation.
I am a member of two such organizations on campus. One is prominent and the other is not even recognized
by the campus. I understand how it feels to fight for recognition and not receive it. So, again I offer my sincerest
apology.
Tiara M. Ellis

Editor-in-Chief

Money from page 2
but chances are by following this format you will make money.
Spending money sensibly is the key to having money to invest.
Forget the Versacci, the Gucci, and the Chanel. Clothes
do not make the person. All you are paying for is a name brand.
Until you are comfortable enough to afford those clothes, be
smart about how you spend your money.
Most college students have mastered the art of shopping cheap, while maintaining a high standard of dress. Bargain shopping is the key. Spend your money where it can
stretch the furthest.
By doing so now, it becomes possible for you to have a
prosperous future instead of that fast cash which is quickly
spent on nonsensical material items.
. .
Everyone is trying to obtain such a high standard of
~1vmg ~ow th~t they do not think of the future. My generation
IS very 1~patient: We want everything as soon as possible. We
do not like to wait for anything, even future wealth.

..•. · ~ '.

Workers welcome:

KPVU general manager
responds to students'
restriction from radio station

This letter was submitted to The Panther in response to The Final Word commentary from page 16 ofthe
Oct. 16, 1998 issue. Larry Coleman, the general manager for KPVU responded to seueral student concerns
presented by Alzo S/.acle, Jr., the Student Gouernmenthsociation President in a /.etter dated July 14, 1998.
Since The Final Word written by Tameka Robinson addressed similar issues, Mr. Co/.eman prouided his
response to Mr. Slade's /.etter to The Panther.

I am responding to
yourmemoregardingtheconearns you have about KPVU.

Ree:ardine: a steady
decrease in student involveJll8D.t: KPVU hires students
to work in various capacities
throughout the entire school
year, including summer
school... .

Proe:ram format will
be chane:jne: to all Jazz / GosRet Not true. KPVU has a
diversified music format...
Therearenoplans(neverhave
been) to change to all Jazz/

Gospel

Students
bein~
banned from radio station:
Within any organization or
business, employees are expected to adhere to policy and
procedure... At KPVU, if an
employee violates any of the
rulesandregulationssetforth,
they are subject to a reprimand (verbal or written), suspension, and/or termination
at the discretion of KPVU
management.
If any student was
banned, fired, released, etc.

Submission Policy
for Letters to the Editor

(during my tenure) it was certainly justified. Hiring students must be justified also.
All students/volunteers who
apply for employment at
KPVU, must meet certain criteria for consideration by
KPVU management. The final decision is made by the

General ~ae:er.
Sincerely,
Larry Coleman,
General Manager

KPVU-FM

Anyone who reads The Panther can submit a letter to the
editor at P. 0. Box 2876, Prairie View, TX TI446 or in the
Memorial Student Center. room 114. Allsubmissions are
subject to editing and must include the author's name and
telephone number.
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Beware boppers and gold diggers. That
man riding around in a Lexus or BMW wearing
Armani from head to foot may look like he has
money, but chances are, he is living well beyond
his means.
It's all an image. An image people try
to maintain for the purpose of presenting a
standard people think others should live by. A
standard that keeps people spending money
instead of investing it.
Investing a portion of your income is
one way to achieve the lifestyle that so many
people are trying to live. No matter what your
income may be, ifyou invest your money wisely,
eventually you will be capable of high class
clothes and cars.
Everyone comes to college for various
reasons. One of the most common reasons is to
make money for an affluent life. Money, after

all, is what makes the wor Id go around.
According to the authors of The Millionaire Next Door -, Thomas J. Stanley and
William D. Danko, there are seven
characterisitics that are common among
millionaires:
1) They live well below their means.
2) They use their time, energy, and money in
ways that produce wealth.
3) They believe that financial independence
is more important than displaying high social status.
4) Their parents did not continually support
them outside of their home.
5) Their adult children are economically selfsufficient.
6) They are proficient in targeting market
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Letters to the Editor
The Panther responds to
neglected organization
In the last publication of the Panther there is an
article on the cover page that reveals the activities that took
place during Homecoming week and the outcome of each
event. The article mentions the "Explosion on the Hill" Step
Show/Party and also states that members from both Greek
and Non-Greek organizations competed. However, the article
only acknowledges the Greek winners and fails to mention the
Non-Greek winners, Epsilon Gamma Iota, Inc., who received
the same first place prize for their performance.
When the Editor-in-Chief was addressed with the
question of"Why?" the response was that the name could have
~een deleted in editing or that the authors simply chose not to
mclude the non-Greek winners initially in the article.
With either response, it shows how individual student
factions are unjustly treated at the discretion of other students. The theme for this Homecoming was supposed to reflect
on"A Rich History and a Preeminent Future ..." but according
to The Panther, the Non-Greek winners were never a part of
that rich history. I do not think that the efforts, practice time,
and energy the Non-Greek participants invested in their show
should go unnoticed because there was not enough editing
space. They are just as much a part of the student body and
deserve the same recognition as any other organization who
shows exemplary performance.
Christina Titus
Senior, Electrical Engineering Major

Ms. Titus,
You are correct. There is no excuse for not listing
the winners of the Non-Greek step show competition.
Epsilon Gamma Iota, Inc. 's winning performance
should have been included in that front page article, but in
the day-to-day production of the newspaper, important
information is lost. It can not be redone, but hopefully your
letter and this correction will rectify the situation.
I would also like to note that my staff and I would
never use The Panther to intentionally distress an organization through misinformation or misrepresentation.
I am a member of two such organizations on campus. One is prominent and the other is not even recognized
by the campus. I understand how it feels to fight for recognition and not receive it. So, again I offer my sincerest
apology.
Tiara M. Ellis
Editor-in-Chief
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Workers welcome:

KPVU general manager
responds to students'
restriction from radio station

This letter was submitted to The Panther in response to The Final Word commentary from page 16 ofthe
Oct. 16, 1998 issue. Larry Coleman, the general manager for KPVU responded to several student concerns
presented by Alzo Slade, Jr., the Student Government Association President in a ktter dated July 14, 1998.
Since The Final Word written by Tameka Robinson addressed similar issues, Mr. Cokman provided his
response to Mr. Slade's letter to The Panther.

I am responding to
yourmemoregardingtheconcerns you have about KPVU.

Gospel

(during my tenure) it was cer-

Students
bein2 tainly justified. Hiring stubanned from radio station: dents must be justified also.

Re2ardin2 a steady Within any organization or All students/volunteers who
decrease
in student involve- business, employees are ex- apply for employment at
but chances are by following this format you will make money.
JD81)t: KPVU hires students pected to adhere to policy and KPVU, must meet certain criSpending money sensibly is the key to having money to invest.

Money from page 2

Forget the Versacci, the Gucci, and the Chanel. Clothes
do not make the person. All you are paying for is a name brand.
Until you are comfortable enough to afford those clothes, be
smart about how you spend your money.
Most college students have mastered the art of shopping cheap, while maintaining a high standard of dress. Bargain shopping is the key. Spend your money where it can
stretch the furthest.
By doing so now, it becomes possible for you to have a
prosperous future instead of that fast cash which is quickly
spent on nonsensical material items.
Everyone is trying to obtain such a high standard of
living now that they do not think of the future. My generation
is very impatient. We want everything as soon as possible. We
do not like to wait for anything, even future wealth.

to work in various capacities
throughout the entire school
year, including summer
school... .

Pro~am format will
be chaninn2 to all Jazz / Gos-

~

Not true. KPVU has a
diversified music format...
Therearenoplans{neverhave
been) to change to all Jazz/

procedure... At KPVU, if an
employee violates any of the
rulesandregulationssetforth,
they are subject to a reprimand {verbal orwritten), suspension, and/or termination
at the discretion of KPVU
management.
If any student was
banned, fired, released, etc.

Submission Policy
for Letters to the Editor

teria for consideration by
KPVU management. The final decision is made by the

General ~apr.
Sincerely,
Larry Coleman,
General Manager
KPVU-FM

Anyone who reads The Panther can submit a letter to the
editor at P. 0. Box 2876, Prairie View, TX 77446 or in the
MemorialStudentCenter.room 114. Allsubmissionsare
subject to editing and must include the author's name and
telephone number.
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Charles Giplin Players present 11 Bury the Dead"
Hobart Taylor theater echoes with anti-war voices
By LaShanda Lombard
Panther Staff'

On Oct. 20-22, the
Giplin Players presented Bury
the Dead to the students of
Prairie View A&MUniversity.
The Charles Giplin Players
took their audience to the other
side of the grave with their
award -winning preformance
of this play.
"Bury the Dead" told

the story of soldiers who died
in the war and did not want to
be buried because they did not
ask to die.
Throughout the play,
four anti-war voices echoed
among the crowd, telling the
story of what happens during
wars.
The Giplin Players
presented the play on the campus of Lamar University in
Beaumont, Texas, and

brought ten awards back to
PVAMU.
Among the ten awards
was the Critic's Choice Award,
Excellence in Ensemble Acting, Excellence in Stage Management, Excellence in Crew
Leadership, and Excellence in
Makeup Design.
The Giplin Players
send special thanks to the
ROTC program for the use of
its equipment.

s revo ut1onary political rally

Giplin Players present award winning play at Hobart Taylor

Phi Mu Alpha celebrates 100 years

By Munir Saafir
Panther Staff

By Nikkia Sams

As a followup to the recent voter registration drive, the Student Government Association's
(SGA) Political Action Committee sponsored the Revolutionary Political Rally. With the
purpose of raising political awareness ofPVAMU students and encouraging registered voters
to vote early on Oct. 28, the Revolutionary Political Rally was held on the steps ofthe Memorial
Student Center.
The rally was hosted by SGA president Alzo Slade, who first gave a libation dedicated to
black revolutionaries ranging from Tupac Shakur to Ralph Bunche.
Slade informed sudents about a bill which will be voted on by the state legislature outlawing
the use of student service fees to sponsor athletic programs. This bill would severely reduce
the budgets of PVAMU's sports teams. Slade also informed student.s about money owed to
PVAMU by the State of Texas and political action being taken for PVAMU to receive this
financial support. He encouraged students to vote and be politically active so they would
influence the outcome of political decisions concerning PVAMU.
The main speaker for the event was PVAMU political science professor and advisor to
N'COBRA, Dr. Imari Obadele who further stressed the importance of voting. He explained
that even though some students may believe the U.S. political process is corrupt, they should
still participate in government and vote because it is a part of the by any and all means
necessary philosophy of Malcolm X.

Fr============~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;"

VOTE FOR WALLER,COUNTY'S FUTURE
ELECT

ANN DAVIS
for

WALLER COUNTY
JUDGE
ANN DAVIS, a proven leader with 20 years business and management
experience, has no conflicts of interest and will:
• Lead an open, honest Waller County Government
• Work for the best interest of the whole County
• Treat all people and areas fairly and with respect
• Plan for the future
• Work to provide increased opportunity for all

Your Vote and Support Appreciated
Pd. pat ad by Au Davu Campaiga, 1015 Aaer, Katy, TX 77493. Emma Lou Davia. Trca.nru.

Panther Staff

Celebratingits 100th
anniversary this month is Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity
of America.
Currently the oldest
fraternity on the campus of
Prairie View A&MUniversity
(PVAMU), the Omicron Zeta
chapter of Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia is well known for its
annual Sinfonian celebration.
The
celebration
includes "Loves Evolution"
and "Why Men Do the Things
They Do."
Founded by Ossian E.
Mills at New England
Conservatory of Music in
October of 1898, its divine
purpose is to encourage and
actively promote the highest
standards of creativity,
performance, education, and
research in American music.
The organization also
aims to instill awareness of
music's important role to the
enrichment of the human
spirit in all people.
The organization has
spread its self among black
colleges, currently with
chapters at Florida A&M
University, Howard, Southern
and Grambling to name a few.
"We have famous
members such as Brain
McKnight, the members of
Take 6, Mr.Rogers, Andy
Griffin and Braford Marcels,"
member Clarence Texada III
said.
"We
have
also
performed at events such as
Ms. Black Metroplex in
Houston, The King and
Queen's ball here on campus,

Miss PV pageant, and the
Mock Funeral at homecoming
just to name a few."
"Musical skills are
enhanced through our
organization, we produce
everything we do and pride
ourselves in displaying our
musicaltalents,"memberCarl
Sledge said.
Although Phi Mu
Alpha is not a service
organization, through their
various musical talents, they
serve their purpose to the
community and provide
seminars as social events.
Phi Mu Alpha, an all
male organization, encourages
females to help and participate
in their productions.
According to William
Hobbs, "Women are allowed
to help. And if they can sing or
have a talent; (they) are
welcomed to come out."
"Although we are a
professional
music
organization, some times we
struggle as brothers through
trials and tribulations,"
member Kurt Winn said.
"That's what makes our
organization so strong,
through music we are united
together to release the stress
of the world."
Phi
Mu
Alpha
Sinfonia will celebrate its 4th
annual Sinfonian celebration
on Nov. 3 and Nov. 15.
On Nov. 3, there will
be two shows; one at 7 p.m.
and one at 10 p.m. On Nov. 15,
a show at 8 p.m. will be held in
Hobart Taylor Recital Hall.
In addition to the
shows there will also be a raffle
at each show for $50 gift
certificates to Pappaduex
Restaurant.
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CAMPUS NEWS
PV alumnus appointed principal
of H.T. Jones Intermediate
By Ta'Nitra L. Trimble
Panther Staff

David Edgerson
Principal ofH.T. Jones and former
PVAMU student

"Prairie View produces productive people" is a
motto that has ultimate
meaning and a meaning that
Prairie View A&M graduate,
David Edgerson clearly defines.
Edgerson, a 1989
graduate of Prairie View
A&M University (PVAMU),
was appointed principal of
H.T. Jones Intermediate
school located on University
Drive and Owens Road across
from the campus.
Edgerson, a 33-yearold native of Chicago, Ill. was
a biology major who started
his career in education as a
substitute teacher in public
school districts.
Edgerson's first
teaching career began at
Carter and Madison High
schools in Dallas.
At Cunningham
Middle School in Galena Park
I.S.D., he taught seventh
grade Life Science for three
years.
Next, he was appointed assistant principal of
Bryan College Station high
school and co-coordinator of
the Texas Academic Assessment Skills (TAAS).
Edgerson oversaw
the sophomore classes,
handeled disciplinary issues,
textbook distribution and key
access of the building.
A year later, he was
appoint ed principal of O'
Bryant Intermediate school.
There , David or
"Daud" as he prefers to be
called, raised the TAAS scores
from an exceptional level to a
highly recognized level.
Now returning to
what he calls his "second
home," said he is happy and

looks forward to producing
"little productive people" at the
learning institution. H.T.
Jones Intermediate, the districts only single grade campus, has true representation
of all patrons of the district,
including the ethnic and socioeconomic diversity which helps
prepare students for the real
world. ·
Jones Intermediate is
a Carnegie trained school comprised of interdisciplinary
teams of teachers.
They, alongwith other
instructional support staff, use
innovative teaching strategies
and state of the art technology
to impact student learning.
Edgerson said he welcomes the upcoming technology such as software and hardware for computers because
they will expose students to
career and college life.
He plans to implement
many educational programs at

-·-=-- __ lffCOJ.\.KA..i$''.in o~iont})ateve~eeanjom'ancl~xned~~ s~pporte11$ or
'tb&1LR:40bilt4l_ie P:tairie'VieW'Chaptet ~fN'COBRA:h()lds Jl'.\eetings everyWednesday at
5: p.Jn. in the J~B. Oc>le~·library.
:-:
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Joneslntermediate.Severaloftheseprograms
include
a mentor program, after-school tutorial sessions and "Odessy Of the Mind," a
program spear-headed by Edgerson.
On a more personal note, the alumnus
is an active member of the Rho Theta chapter
of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., and participated in the Chicago Club, Student Government Association, The Charles Giplin Players and The Panther.
In 1992, Edgerson life changed when
he was faced with the loss of his college sweetheart, wife and Prairie View alumna also, the
late Bridgette Hill. As a result of his loss,
Edgerson is raising their two daughters, fouryear-old DaVonna and one-year-old DaJ zette.
Edgerson didn't allow this matter to
get him down or steal his joy. It only encouraged him to continue success for his parted
wife and for the future of their two daughters.
He strongly believes in family values and the
rich African proverb: "It Takes A Village To
Raise A Child."
Having a career in education is not
where Edgerson plans to be eternally, he is
currently involved in starting his own business. He plans to create a fashion line of
clothing for g~nerations to come.
When asked how did all his success
come about? Edgerson says it was with the
help of his "Supreme Being", family support,
guidance and mentor Dr. William H. Parker,
Department Head of School Services at

Students rally for revolut-1on

PVAMU.

"Prairie View produces productive
people" is a motto that certainly is true, but
when it comes to David Edgerson, the word
"leader" says it all.

A participant at the revolutionary political rally sponsored by the student gove~nt
association shows support for the clearance of Assata Shakur, a Black woman-convicted
in 1979 and sentenced to 84-years to life in prison.

Waller County Voters- Let's Join Today's Winners!
Vote Republican Up and Down the Ballot Nov. 3
United States
It is now time for Waller Coun1y, on island of Democratic Liberalism, to
join the large territory of Republican Conservatism, which surrounds it, by
voting Republican in this November, 1998, General Election.

State of Texas

Kevin Brady
Congressional District 8

John Cornyn
for Attorney General

Rick Perry
for Lt. Governor

Governor George W. Bush

Ron Paul
Congressional District l 4

Carole Keeton Rylander
for Comptroller

David Dewhurst
for Land Commissioner

Woller County is now being served by forty-one (41) Republicans in elected offices including our two U.S. Senators Phil Gramm and Koy Bailey
l1utch1son, our two U. S. Congressmen Ron Poul and Kevin Brady, Governor George W. Bush, Commissioner of Agriculture Rick Perry, Railroad
Commissioner Carole Keeton Rylander, seven (7) Texas Supreme Court Judges including the Chief Justice, seven (7) Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
Judges including the Chief Justice, six
(6) 1st Court of Appeals Judges including the Chief Justice, eight (8) 14th
Court of Appeals Judges including the
Chief Justice, 9th District Court Judge
Frederick E. Edwards, State Boord of
Education member Rondy Stevenson,
State Senator Steve Ogden, State
Representative Tommy Williams and
Constables Clifton A. Word and Joel
Trimm. They will be joined by even
Steve Ogden
Tommy Williams
Tony Garza for
Susan Combs for
more Republicans this foll.
Railroad Commissioner
Agriculture Commissioner
State Senator, Dist. 5
State Rep., Dist. l 5

---Waller County--Let's Vote Waller County with the Winners and gain the full recognition the County deserves!I

Ann Davis
for County Judge

B.K. Watson for
County Court at Law Judge

John lsomfor
Commissioner, Pct. 2

Pa id Political Advertising paid for by the Republican Porty of Wol ler County,

P.

Louis Canales for
Commissioner, Pct. 4

Steve York for
Justice of the Peace, Pct. l

0 . Box 697, Pattison, Texas 77 466, John Tatum, Treasurer.
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CAMPUS NEWS

Endowment promotes
self-suficiency at PVAMU
By Joyce Dixon
Managing Editor

The effort to create
endowment to establish a
azardous Waste Contracts
Chair of Excellence" at Prai. e View A&M University
PVAMU) and eight other
istorically Black Colleges
d Universities (HBCUs)
d one Hispanic-Serving
nstitution has been champined by Congressman Ron
aul.
Paul, the representa·ve for the 14th Congresional district, in which
VAMU is located, was the
rst to respond to the proosal drafted by the Envionmental ManagementFedral Foundation, Inc. (EM
ederal Foundation).
Paul's support of the
roject sparked the interest
fRobert L. Livingston, chairan of the House Committee
n Appropriations who was
so instrumental in getting
anguage for the program m-

Administrators
bring counseling
to PVAMU

troduced in the education bill
that was signed last week by
President Clinton.
According to Ronald
L. Highsmith, chairman and
CEO of EM Federal Foundation, "Paul's staff worked
proactively and tirelesslywith
EM Federal Foundation in the
development ofthe ...project."
The proposal calls for
a one time grant of$15.7 million from Congress in which
$12.5 million will go to endow
hazardous waste contracts
"Chairs-of-Excellence" at nine
HBCUs and one HispanicServing Institution. The other
$3.2 million would be used as
seed and endowment management funds for EM Federal
Foundation.
Funding of this program furthers the goals laid
out in a series of executive
orders signed by Presidents
Carter, Reagan, Bush and
Clinton requiring federal
agencies to implement programs which increase opportunities for HBCUs to partici-

pate in and benefit from federally sponsored programs.
EMFederalFoundation, founded in 1994 by a
group of engineering alumni,
students, and emeritus faculty members ofHBCUs, is a
charitable, educational and
scientific organization focused on the promotion of
broader use of contracts and
endowments by HBCUs with
engineering and science programs.
The establishment of
a "Chair-of-Excellence" at
each of the universities is
one step in EM Federal
Foundation's goal to secure
endowments worth $40 million at HBCUs.
PVAMU's president,
Dr. Charles Hines, in a letter to Senator Kay Bailey
Hutchison, said he was "always gratified to see engineering alumnus ofHBCUs
playing a vital role in
strenghtening these institu-

NIGGAtivity promotes positivity, change
By Tony Browne
Panther Staff

Students assembled
on Monday, Oct. 26. at
"NIGGAtivity II".
This NCOBRA-sponsored discussion was a follow
up to the first"NIGGAtivity"
held last fall, in which mental
slavery was examined.
The
focus
of
"NIGGAtivity II" was to further examine the roots and
effects of mental slavery, and
to suggest solutions to the
problems that it produces.
Students first analyzed self-identification, and
moved on to other topics such
as joining organizations, terminology, stereotypes, and
critical analyzation.
During the discussion,
the word "Niggativity" was
also examined.
The word describes an
ignorant person or group of
people who are contributing
to any given situation or cir-

--

--

Correction: It was incorrectly stated in the Oct. 16 edition of
the Panther that the Classic Dance Ensemble will celebrate its
10th anniversary on Oct. 31. The anniversary is in January
1999.

Mayo's Crftlcal Care Nurse Internship Prog~m

provides the education and skills you will need
to be a competent critical care nurse. The
program is designed for professional nurses
who are entering critical care nursing.

By Xaviant Ford

Mayo's Critical Care Nurse Internship Program is
offered annually or semi-annually by the Mayo
Department of Nursing. The program includes
two phases:
Phase I - An initial placement in a paid
position on a medical/surgical patient care
unit in a Mayo hospital for one year.
Phase II - A tuition-free 12 week paid
internship divided into two parts: Classroom
Sessions, Skills Laboratories and Advanced
Cardiac Life Support (% hours/15.5 days).
Clinical Specialty Assignment with a
Preceptor (12 weeks).
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Panther Staff

Prairie View A&M
University (PVAMU) has
brought counseling and student interest to the top of its
agenda.
P V A M U
adminstrators have come together to aid students in distress.
Darryl Williams, a
counselor on the campus, has
come up with a plan that includes drug and alcohol seminars, counseling in the dorms
and anger management support meetings.
The counselors are
present to help the students of
PVAMU make their time here
as emotionally stress free as
possible.
Counseling sessions
are strictly confidential and
are located in the OwensFranklin Health Center. To
schedule an appointment, call
extension 2511.

cumstance.
Using this definition,
students came to the conclusion that the' solution to ignorance is to acquire knowledge, to make an effort to become aware, to search out information, to become educated, to take initiative, and
to carefully analyze information that is presented to them.
In the discussion, it
was stated that individuals
have the responsibility to become aware of influences,
build on positive influences
and neutralize negative ones.
Students were encouraged to get involved, develop a
strong sense of self, and not to
limit themselves.
Students were also
told that if there was any idea
that they had concerning our
upliftment as a people, they
could attend NCOBRA meetings every Wednesday at5p.m.
in the Public Events Room in
the John B Coleman Library.

(409) 826-6630
341 10th Street- Hempstead, Texas
(Across From Dairy Queen)
We accept Master Card, Vua, Ammcan Erp~ss

$69
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Critical care at Mayo Clinic will expose you to
opportunitites and experiences that cannot be
replicated. Mayo has more than 170 critical
care beds on 10 critical care units, numerous
stepdown beds, and an Emergency/Trauma
Unit, which is a designated Level I regional
trauma center. The application deadline is
February 1, 1.999 with program start date of
July 1999.

Mayo Cllnlc & Hospltals
Human Resources
.
Ozmun East-1st Floor/ 200 Arst Street SW
Rochester, Minnesota 55905

1-800-562-7984
Mayo Fcnmdaticn is an affinnati-oe action and eqlllll

opportunity eduC11tor and employer.
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NATIONAL NEWS

NASA bases research
center at PVAMU
By Corey Johnson
Panther Staff

NASA has sponsored
a $500,000 research center
called the Texas Gulf Coast
Environment Data Center
(TEXGED) to be based on the
Prairie View A&MUniversity
campus.
In 1995, Dr. Safwat
Shakir, a computer science
professor, was awarded a
grant to charter a study in the
Gulf of Mexico region.
Shakir obtained the
grant after submitting a proposal to NASA in 1995 and
will be distributed in three
payments of $150,000 over
three years with an additional
$50,000 given this year.
Funds have been used
to enhance the remote sensing laboratory located on the
first floor of the Engineering
and Technology building.
Shakir also received
$52,000 to conduct research
in Cairo, Egypt. In Cairo the
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over population of crawfish in
the Nile is simultaneously
killing much of the fish population.
The TEXGED team is
currently developing software
to help monitor the behavioral and population changes
of the Nile and its inhabitants. Many ecologist and most
local fisherman have expressed concern about the inability for the two species to
coexist.
The TEXGED activities include collecting and
comparing data from space to
the environment ofthe Earth;
training for interpretation of
remote sensing imaging
analysis; and promoting public outreach regarding environmental problems in the
region.
The environmental
database is being construction. Remote sensing equipment will be implemented to
increase the accuracy of the
data.
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RUB .. A .. DUB
Self Service Laundry

e

Air Conditioned
Open 7 days a week
7 a.m - 9 p.rn.
last wash 8:40 p.m.
Wash & Fold Service
.60 lb. / over 35 lbs. - .50 lb.

HAIR TECH

"All your Beauty Needs"
Waller Village
31315 FM 2920 Waller, TX 77484

Toll FHe (409) 9~1-326«>
Resale & Victorian Lamp
Shades

1102 Lafayette
Hempstead, Texas
(409)826-6014

~
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SCREEN PRINTING• EMBROIDERV
• BANNERS & SIGNS

• CUSTOM IMPRINTED
PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS

2302 MAIN
WALLER, TEXAS

409-372•9190
1 •800-442-8929
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COMING
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BLACK HISTORY

Telecast reveals slavery past
By Kandyace Mayberry
Panther Staff

A six-hour series recently aired on the Public
Broadcasting System (PBS)
explored the economic and intellectual beginnings of slavery.
The series entitledAfricans in America was an indepth look at the struggle over
slavery and freedom from
1607 to 1861 told entirely by
historians who study that
time period.
Each of the four
nights was organized according to four time periods.
The first part was focused on the Terrible Transformation, (1562-1750). This
was the story of how Africans
were taken from Africa and
brought to North America in
huge numbers. They went on
to discuss how these people
were bought and sold to become slaves.
Revolution, (17501805), was the story of the
American Revolution, and

how slaves were promised

:::~0~is~:~::g~~::~
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Revolutionary book highlights
esta,
ent of Black Panthers

the story of Venture Smith.
Smith was a slave who rebelled against his master and
could result in death.
became a free slave, butwithBy Munir Saafir
As a child, Newton
out his wife and two sons.
Panther Staff
witnessed
his father and
Eventually, he was able to
many
others
in the black combuy his wife and son, later to
munity
remaining
in debt,
loan his son out for work and
Revolutionary Suidespite
working
long
hours.
never see him again.
cide is the autobiography of
The
only
people
that
seemed
The third segment,
Huey P. Newton, a founding
Brotherly Love, (1791-1831),
member of the original Black to be financially independent
examines the new nation
Panther Party. In this book, were those who made a living
through Philadelphia's free
he used his life as an example off crime. They,however,did
black community. At this
to show why the Black Pan- this at the expense offamily
time, Black leaders began to
ther party's philosophies and life and lived with the threat
ofjail.
emerge. The Black church
programs were needed.
Through elementary
was also born during these
The title of the book
and
high
school, Newton wityears. As a result, the series
Revolutionary Suicide is the
nessed
teachers
who seemed
showedhowtheBlackchurch
name Huey P. Newton gives
to
be
against
him
and his
becamethecenteroftheblack
his philosophy behind the
peers'
learning.
He
taught
community providing educaBlack panthers. The meanhimself
to
read
only
after
a
tion and aid to poor families.
ing of 'revolutionary suicide'
high
school
counselor
told
The last part of the
is the willingness to resist the
series was entitled Judgment
oppressiveness ofsociety even
Day, (1831-1861), which told .___ ___;;;~_ _ _ _ _ _...:;a::::g.::ai=ns=-t=---=ext::::.re::m=e:....::o::d.::ds:::.....::th::a::t:_..::S~ee~P~a~n~t~h~e~r~o:!.,!njp~a~g~e~1~5
of America's triumph to end
slavery before the Civil War.

see Slave on page 15
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By Eric Blaylock
Panther Staff

Oftentimes, traditions are performed with no
question. So, what's going on
behind the mask ofghosts and
goblins disguised as a harmless holiday. There were celebrations that led up to the
formation of Halloween.
The celebration goes
back to Ireland and Scotland
to the Druids or Celtic priests.
The Celtic year began on Nov.
1 with the festival of
Shamhain. Shamhain was
"the lord of death and evil
spirits." Shamhain was a
pagan god who would later
become known as the grim
reaper. This marked the beginning of the Celtic New
Year. The Celts considered
Nov. 1 as the day of death
because the leaves were falling, it was getting darker
sooner and temperatures were
dropping.
The Druids also be-

lieved that on Oct. 31,
Shamhain assembled the
spirits of all who had died
duringthepreviousyear. The
Roman Catholic Church recognized this day as All Saint's
Day because the church ran
out of days in the year for all
of their saints to have a day.
All Saint's Day became a way
to remember all saints in one
day. All Saint's Day was converted to All Hallow Mass in
834 AD. by Pope Gregory the
Fourth. Oct. 31 was called All
Hollow E'en (meaning all hallowed ones). The contraction
of hallow and e'en is where
the word Halloween is derived.
The custom of going
door-to-door begging for candy
dressed in costumes called
"trick-or-treating" dates back
to the pagan New Year's feast
in Ireland. At the end of each
feast a villager disguised as
souls of the dead paraded the
outskirts of villages leading
spirits away.

Three ways to
beat the high
cost of college.
1. The MontlOfflC'Y Cil IHI
t. Student INn repayment
3. Part-time Income
The Army Reserve Alternate
Training Program is a smart way to
pay for college.
First, if you qualify, the
Montgomery GI Bill can provide
you with up to $7,124 for current
college expenses or approved
vo/tech training.
Second, if you have-or obtaina qualified student Joan not in
default, you may get it paid off at
the rate of 15% per year or $500,
whichever is greater, up to a maximum of $10,000. Selected military
skills can double that maximum.
Third, you can earn part-time
money in college, and here's how
it works: One summer you take
Basic Training, and the next summer you receive skill training at
an Army school. You'll earn over
$1,500 for Basic and even more for
skill training. Then you'll attend
monthly meetings at an Army
Reserve unit near your college,
usually one weekend a month plus
two weeks a year. You'll be paid
over $107 a weekend to start. It's
worth thinking about Give us a call:

FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS
A NURSING EXPERIENCE AT MAYO CLINIC
& HOSPITALS · ROCHESTER, MN
Here is your opportunity to work at Mayo Clinic for the summer.
Summer Ill is a paid, supervised hospital work experience at Saint
Marys Hospital and Rochester Methodist Hospital.
You are eligible for Summer Ill after your junior year of a four
year baccalaureate nursing program. It includes direct patient
care experience in the inpatient or ambulatory care setting.
Mayo Nursing was awarded the Magnet Hospital Recognition
Status for Excellence in Nursing Service by the American Nurses
Credentialing Center.
Application Deadline: December 1, 1998.
For more information contact:

Mayo Clinic & Hospitals
Summer Ill Program • Human Resources
Ozmun East-3rd Floor • 200 First Street SW
Rochester, Minnesota 55905
1-800-562-7984

(409) 830-5324
81 ALL YOU CAN Bl~

ARMY
RESERVE
www.goarmy.com

M~yo Foundation is an affirmative action and equal opportunity educator and
employer. A smoke-free institution.
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ENTERTAINMENT

Beloved: Enlightenment vs. Entertainment
By SaKinna Thomas
Panther Staff

Oprah Winfrey, and Denver, played
by Kimberly Elise.

is locked in memories of her escape of slavery, the failure of her

scars of slavery.
Paul D. and Sethebecome
lovers and his return
initiates
Sethe's painful
plunge into the
past of horrid
8memories
u through sharing
~ their individual
~ stories, memories
~ and experinces.

HarrietJacobs, author
of "Incidents in the Life of a
Slave Girl," stated "The slave
w'lman ought not to be judged
by the standards of others."
Toni Morrison, finding her inspiration from the
actual account of a runaway
[ fr::~l ~slave from Kentucky named
~ driving it away,
Margaret Garner, attempts to
only to be later
portray that there is no way in
~ driven away by
which we can fully understand
&. the physical rethe extent of slavery nor the
incarnation of the
desperation of those who
Oprah Winfrey (center) stars as Sethe in the powerful film
ghost, Beloved.
longed to save themselves and
Beloved; Kimberly Elise (left) and Thandie Newton (right) portray
In the absence of
their families from it.
her daughters.
the ghost, for a
When Margaret Garbrief
moment in
ner realizes she is about to be
the
movie,
Sethe
begins
to think
recaptured in accordance with
husband, Halle, to
she
might
be
able
to
plan
her
days
the Fugitive Slave Law, she kills
The movie is set in show up at the planned time of
and
her
life
ahead
a
little.
But
her child rather than allow her to Cincinatti, Ohio in 1873, where escape, her murder of her child
shortly
thereafter,
the
mysterious
return to a "future of servitude."
Sethe lives in a small house with and the plantation known by its
Margaret Garner be- herdaughter,Denver. Hermother- white slave owners as "Sweet Beloved appears causing the house
to be haunted once again.
comes Sethe in the novel/movie in-law, Baby Suggs, has recently Home."
The movie, similar to the
whose killing of her infant daugh- died and her two sons have left
One of the Sweet Home
novel,
takes
its time in unfolding
ter, Beloved, haunts her first as a home, unable to live any longer in males, Paul D., played by Danny
its
plot
to
viewers.
Morrison tells
ghost and later as a physical the ghost-haunted house.
Glover, wanders to the porch of
only
what
she
thinks
we need to
reincarnationn.
Sethe seems to be undi - Sethe after vears of traveling. He
In Beloved, the central turbed by the presence of the ghost is locked in his own gum, :wen- know and no more, This may prove
characters are Sethe, played by and insists on "staying put." Sethe ation and shame from the psychic to be hard for some movie goers

.
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Plcl+Rlcl;
The first nine people to correctly unscramble all the movies below will win
a video of their choice courtesy of Miramax Home Entertainment. Claim
your prize by bringing the correct answers and this issue of the paper to
The Panther office in the bottom of the MSC, room 114

IRLGS NI SONRIP

IDCHRNLE FO HET VRNOLTIOUE

SHWANGONTI QUSAER
Congratulations to last issue's winners: Breta Jones, sophomore. English;
Margaret Crockett, senior, Accounting; Letha Crittenden, senior, Health; Anthony Browne,
junior, Electical Engineering; Henry Duncan, senior. English; Kari Corbett. senior. Medical
Technology; Antonia Ouwole, sophomore, Business Management; Kervin Finley, jumor.
Communications; LaQuisha Trice, junior, Biology

g~~~~

because initally one might not
know exactly what you are seeing.
Without question, there
are horrific slave scenes throughout the ftlm.
One scene depicts Sethe
being held down pregant and
milked by some young white males.
Other scenes depict Black slaves
bridled like mules; however, the
movie is staged so that you gasp at
these moments while unable to
organize your feelings.
One must approach this
film seeking enlightment versus
entertainment.
Morrison is a storyteller
who essentially leaves viewers
wondering if they missed something.
The exciting part of
Morrison's approach is it leaves
you curiously awaiting clarifying
moment$.
The result is the piecing
together of a puzzle that illustrates
thestruggletorembember, the need
to forget and the inability to ignore
the past.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Aaron Hall proves he doesn't need those other 'Guy's
R&B albums of 1998. He wrote
and co-wrote 13 of the 14 tracks
and backed all of them with beautiful, melodically composed
sounds.
The album opens with
the uplifting "You Make Me
Feel Good Inside" and then transcends to thesultry"lfYouLeave
Me," which features theequallysilky sounds of Faith Evans.
The first single, which
i! is in heavy rotation on air waves
§ and BET, is the jammin' "All
er The Places (I Will Kiss You)."
~
Other highlights ino elude the uptempr-slow groove
~ for the players "Move It Girl,"
~ the lover's jam "Going Down,"
8 thetastefullyexotic "I Want Your
~ Body," the gosprl-jazzed ''None
-a. ButTheRighte0us," and the nice
MCA recording artist Aaron Hall
remix ''None Like You."
Other featured artists
An album every few years ing the vocals on 2Pac' s 1996 cut on the album include Big Punseems to be the way many musi- "Toss It Up." Now he has returned isher, Fat Joe Cuban Link,
cians are going these days. For with his sophomore solo release Unique, and Trigger.
some, the wait has hurt their career properly entitled "inside of you."
This is a must CD to
and for others, it has rejuvenated
This CD can serve as the add to the collection of satisfyit.
soundtrack to everything from long ing R&B music. If you didn't
For Aaron Hall, it seems magical nights to long houseclean- pick up the first CD, pick it up
like he has not been gone long ing days. It is packed with tracks too. Aaron Hall has out done
from the music scene, but actually, for everyone wanting something to himself again proving he can still
it has been five years since his last ride at night to or for those who just do it without those other 'Guy's.
release. Since then, he has done want something to relax to.
everything from performing at this
Hall's long layoff enabled
school's Spring fest '94 to provid- him to return with one of the best
Lindell Hale

Open
Mic
My Philosophy
Poetic rhyme schemes
Are literary manifestations of my dreams
Which leave me inciined to think
Of the missing link
That has the black nation on the brink
The first shall be last and the last shall be first
Recognize the subjects of this verse
We've survived the ill wills of Yakub's curse
Times appear to be better, but are subliminally worse
We still haven't eliminated the self hate complex
And gotta tap dance for corporate world access
Bending over backwards to fit into society
Cause the Constitution didn't refer to me
When it mentioned equality
We must recreate our existence
A true knowledge of s elf would conquer any resistance
Seeking peaceful power and powerful peace with persistence
To the source
The revolution must hit with a force
That will knock the schemes of the New World Order off course ...

Peace & Love, Steve James Jr.

2 uestions
1. Why are there some students who think "20 Questions"
is their only source of entertainment?
2. Is KPVU a prescription for insomnia, or what?
3. Wouldn't the school save money by turning off the lights
in Holley Hall?
4. Why do banks charge a "insufficient funds fee" on
money they already know you don't have?
5. Can our Marching Storm Black Foxes get rid of those
tired uniforms?
6. Why are the Village electricity bills so damn high?
7. Is it because the Village has stopped paying their $25
portion without telling anyone?
8. What happened to the "activities" in Student
Activities?
9. Whassup with all the fires on campus?
10. How many of you realize that the only time that we as a
people are truly equal is on election day?
11. With that in mind, how many of you knew that in the
year 2007, we could possibly lose our right to vote?
12. So, why in the hell do we need Bar-B-Q to convince us
to vote?
13. Also, why are we feelin' everything about MTV's The
Cut except the host, Lisa "Left Eye" Lopes?
14. Can the crowds at the volleyball games get any more
crunk?
15. Can the NBA season please start sometime soon?
16. How do "Keep Off Grass" signs get where they are?
17. Isn't it hard to believe the semester is almost over?
18. How many points do you have left on your card?
19. And finally, why is it that if it ain't one thang, it's
another?
20. What do you think?
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SPORTS NEWS
SWAC Standings

FOOTBALL
Conf. Overall
W L
6 0
Ark-Pine Bluff 5 1
Jackson State 4 1
Grambling
3 2
Texas So.
3 3
Alcorn State 2 4
Alabama St. 2 4
Prairie View
O 5
Miss, Valley o 6
Alabama A&M O O
a u y s resu s
Southern

W L
6 2
6 2
4 4
3 4
5 3
4 4
2 5
1 7
o 8
4 4 Yashica Bowens shoots the winning three-point bucket
during half-time festivities at Midnight Madness

PanhandleSt.16 PVU 13
Arkansas P.B.24 Langston 6

-r.ak1·ng
1·t to the hoop'
Ii

t~~5:;StA6:t::-:a"'
f:~g :g Midnight madness hits the hill
Southern 29
Alcorn St. 28 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

a

Texas So 38 MissValley St 19 by Kalyn L. Bullock
Panther Staff

Panhandle State

16
Is 1998 a great year or what? Of course, no one can ever
1
1-P_ra_l_rl_e_V_i_ew_A_&_M__3_ _--1forget that historic moment in time when the football team
Prairie View o 6 o 7 - 13 defeated the Langston Lions on Sept. 26, 1998, breaking their
Panhandle o 7 7 2 - 16 losing streak of80 games held since October of 1989. But, the

•-------------1Panther men's basketball team started it off by winning the
Second Quarter
Southwestern Athletic Conference (SWAC) Championship.
PVU- WIison 54 yard pass
Now it's back! Basketball season is in full effect, and the
from Foster (McGill kick)
1998-1999 basketball teams are eagerly awaiting to stomp all
PHS- Johnson 42 pass from over their opponents.
Bradley (Gabbel kick)
The men and women Panther's started the pre-season
off with a traditional Purple and Gold game on Oct. 22, 1998.
Third Quarter
The event took place in the all-time favorite Baby Dome. Like
PHS- Houpe 52 run
always, PV students came out to support with their extra side(Gabbel kick)
line coaching.
Tip-off was at 7:30 p.m. and the game began. The ladies
Fourth Quarter
were a little cold coming off the bench, but as time progressed
PVU- Kelley 1 run
they stepped into the groove of things. Tenopra Sheppard
(kick failed)
started the game off with the first two points to represent the
PHS-Safety
gold team and Johunna Redmond scored the first three point
shot of the game for the purple team. Throughout the game,
Attendance 450
Sheppard seemed to be the girl with the hot hands. (Look out
_P_V_U_l_nd_iv-id_ua_lSt-a-t-Lea_d_e-rs~WNBA, here comes another Sheryl Swoops!) After a close game,
the gold team stole the victory, 31-25.
RUSHING- Garrett 3-32
h
h
PASSING-Foster14_32 _2 242
During the alf-time session, t ere was a three-point
RECEIVING- Wilson 7-179
shoot-out won by Sheka B_owens with three three-point baskets.
Peterson 9-129

see Hoops on page 13

-

E4: T.., ~:

~

r-r

JUDGE JUNE JACKSON
Democratic Candidate
Waller County Court at Law

~N 31'-1'-1'-1'-1'-

W,

ov.

Don't be deceived by candidates for Judicial Offices who make promises that are
unrelated to Judicial Office. As Judge of the County Court at Law, I have provided Waller County with fair, impartial and efficient justice. In 1997, I disposed
of 109% of civil and 98% of open criminal cases filed in 1997. I have worked
with the students at Prairie View A&M University by providing internships in my
office and have been privileged to work with some very talented students. I work
with students who are charged with minor offenses to get them out of jail and back
in class. If re-elected, I promise to continue treating all persons appearmg in my
court with dignity and to provide fair and impartial justice to all.
•pd.pol. adv. paid for by June Jackson. treasurer (1305 13th St., Hempstead, Texas 4@/826/3982), in compliance with the
voluntary spending limits of the Judicial Campaign F.umess Act.
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SPORTS NEWS

Tiffany Reeder

Hoops from page 12

Height:
Is it safe to assume that the PV lady panther's are
going for the gold?
Following the women's basketball was the highly
anticipated men's game. Both teams came out strong
racking in the points. The purple team started getting
everyone into the groove of things, by bringing in eight
points during approximately the first two minutes of the
game. The purple team went on to win the game 54-50 over
the gold. To keep the audience aroused, during half-time,
a dunk contest took place. In the end Duncan Flores took
the show, winning with a slam dunk to hype the PV fans.
Though the Panthers are not returning a number of
players from last season, the men's basketball team is fully
represented with potentially some of the world's finest
players. With their skills and Panther support, they can
once again claim the SWAC Championship title.
When asked to express his opinion of the team,
student Delon Grace said, "The basketball team has a
strong freshmen group, that will take them to the top!"
From the way things look, PV has a great year
ahead. Join the women's basketball team on Nov. 1 as
they take on the Houston Jaguars. The men start the
season off Nov 17 against Texas College. Panthers come
out and show these teams your support!

f

-~~

516 11

Hometown:
Tyler, TX

Age:
21-years-old

Athletic
Experience: 1 year
Position:
Co-captain
~

Personal Best:

i

At the 1997 SWAC tournament in Mississippi she
averaged 189.

11:1,

Tiffany Reeder concentrates before attempting to pick up
a spare.

TH:~::.:

"We have a bigger team this year
and to me the bigger the better..
This year the SWAC championship will be here in Houston."

Favorite Junk Food:
Tostitos and salsa

Major:

Tiffany &ftkr

Radio/Television

t:...o/~~ PRESEASON

1998-99 WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL STANDINGS

~ALL-SWAC TEAM
: Felicia Tarver, Sr, PVAMU
: Felicia James, Sr, GSU
: Tameika Hill, Sr, JSU
: Sherry Sumey, Sr, MSVSU
: Termika Mitchell, Sr, GSU

USTEaN Dl\'ISION

- -coNFUENCE-- - ALL. hto'\tCIIESw L PCT sn w L PCT ~T•

.-..W--5--lhlhcrMy

l

Mw. VaHc:y.iucU.~

r

-$<111:UNAJcura Slat U11111'ftllilJ

AW,a,na,/.AIIU•~

harry Sumey, Miss.Valley

0

I 2 .JU W-1
I 2 .JOO w •.z
•· - - - -·- -<X>HFEaEHCEW L PCT STa

WES' • JI Clt'ISIC, .I
•. V-AAMU•- 4
Oun\11n1 =-• · •.. 3
• - • n U..-mrty
l
Tut -.u.;,onicy
2
lj:1\ of/ttaMu-PlaClhlff O

Player of the Year:

U I.UOO W l
J . JJJ L •.1

Your education. Depending on the

U .llS l,.S
'3 .271 t..-10

6

IR

9

2,0 1,7

,-...,,,r~

19 l
90S W- U
- ALL MATCHESW L PCT STa.

0 1.000 ...,_. 12
0 I.OM W-3 21
2 .500 W-1 I
4 .333 L-3 l
6 .000 L-6 J

With $80,000* for college,
you'll be able to concentrate
on what really matters.
school you attend and your college
entrance exam scores, the Naval

,

t .571 W-1
6 .m W◄
11 .<21 W-1
IS 167 1,1
21 11, L-l

-.W

START YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

~

....... PANTHER
THE

N ~...,..._

NAME

Reserve Officers Training Corps
(NROTC) could offer you a four-year

,

ADDRESS

scholarship worth more than $80,000.
This money would cover tuition, fees and
textbooks. You'll even receive a $150

CITY

cash allowance each month during the

,

school year. What's more, you'll have an

'

important position waiting for you upon
graduation. Learn more. Call today.

U Delong Bonnu
NROTC Prairie View A&:M University
(409) SS?-2JIO

U AIIV
~- I

LETTHUOURNEYIBIII.

DeloOL8oDDer@pvamu.edu
•Amount varies based upon school selected.

STATE

PHONE# (
SEMESTER □

$10

ZIP

)

or

SCHOOL YEAR
"$15

□

... TO KEEP YOU UPDATED ON WHAT'S
HAPPENING ON "THE HIU'-.._
P. 0. BOX 2876, PRAIRIE VIEW, TX 77446
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CAMPUS NEWS
In Brief

COMING A I I RAC I IONSI

Tournament prepares students
for national competition
By Eric McNair

MON

TUES

WED

2

3

4

THUR

FRI
6

SAT

7

Special to the Panther

The Honda Campus
All-Star Challenge is an annual event where 64 Historically Black Colleges and Universities compete in a college
style quiz bowl competition.
The
competition
places each team's wit and
agility against the other's as
they battle it out for a place on
the national team.
There are cash prizes
for the first , second and third
place teams who win in the
contest. The prize amounts
will be confirmed later.
This year's competition will be held in Washington, D.C.
Prairie View A&M

Alumni Hall Senior Class
Meeting
cleanup
Harrington
5-7 p.m.
6 p.m.
Science Bldg

Universities road to the national competition begins
with the campus tournament
on Nov. 16.
Students are encouraged to form teams of four to
five members and sign up to
compete. For more details or
to sign up contact Herbert
Thomas at ext. 2055 or come
by Room 305, Anderson Hall
to sign up.

Mr. Ten
Scholarship
Pageant
7 p.m.
Hobart Taylor

NCOBRA
Poetry Night
7 p.m.
BC Library
Public Events
Room

NCOBRA
Externally
Free/Intermeeting
p.m., Rm 108 internally
Bound Seminar
BC Library
7p.m.
All Faiths
Chapel

Alpha
Lambda
Om~a
Bible Study
7p.m.
Rm 242
Delco Bldg

PV vs. Pine
Bluff
volleyball)

PVvs.
ArkansasPine Bluff
football)

PVvs.
Southern
bowling)

Education bill lowers interest
rates on student loans
Prairie View
An~ducationbillwaspassedinCongressrecentlythat
lowers the
mterest rate on student loans.

A rm Y ROTC

Ca det

The interest rate dropped from 8.23 percent to 7.461-------::--:---percent.
By_~a~han McDougle
The new interest rate is also good for existing loans. Pra1r1e View, TX
To get the interest rate changed on an existing loan
For the first time in
students should call the Loan Consolidation Center at 1-800- Army ROTC history, a joint
758-9730.
overseas operation was sueTo qualify for the interest rate change, the Loan Con- cessfully completed with the
solidation Center must be contacted by Jan. 31, 1999.
United Kingdom.

exper·1ences European training
operational
weapon,"
McDougle said.
Another difference
noted by McDougle between
American Army ROTC and
British Army ROTC was the
branch training.
During branch train-

Thirty cadets selected
ing, each cadet spent one wee
from all over the United States
training of his or her choice in
were invited to participate in
ULOTC focused on the British Army.
the British Army Officer items ranging from first aid
McDouglechoselogisTraining Course (OTC) pro- training and signal and com- tics and was stationed with
gram.
munications training to the Royal Logistics Corps
Nathan McDougle, a orienteering and assault Regiment where he spent the
Prairie View, TX
Prairie View A&MUniversity courses.
majority of the week driving a
(PVAMU) student, was choTrainingwithBritish vastarrayofmilitaryvehicles
sen as a representative from weapons on various firing from Land Rovers to full-sized
The U.S. Navy has a commendation to Commander the United States to experi- ranges was different from the missile transport carriers.
Hulen M. Davis, Jr., for Meritorious Achievement as Treaty ence first hand the United training McDougle received
At the end of the twoOfficer and Engineer in the Panama Canal Treaty lmplemen- Kingdom's officer training in Army ROTC.
week ULOTC program, cadets
tation Agency of the U.S. Department of Defense.
program.
Americans in the pro- were given three days leisure
Commander Davis is the son of Hulen Davis, a retired
Many of the United gram were able to learn the time to tour London before
professor of political science at Prairie View A&M University. Kingdom University Logistics British weapons as well as returning home.
Davis Jr. was given the award because he directed Officer Training Courses fire them.
According
to
several critical actions necessary to begin the politically sensi- (ULOTC) were similar to ex"What came as a cul- McDougle the experience
tive transfer of range and manuever areas in Panama. His periences McDougle partici- ture shock was that during training with the British Army
efforts resulted in a significant savings of resources by the pated induring his first two the first day of camp when OTC has made him realize.
Defense Department and were a major step in the U.S. fully years in Army ROTC at everyone, regardless ofhis or Army ROTC is the smartest)
complying
with the Panama Canal Treaty and Public Law 96- ~P~V~AMU~'.::.:.·_ _ _ _ _ _ ___:h::e~r:..:ex:=!'.pe.::n::·.::en=:c::e:!..,w~as~is==-su.::....e_d_an
_ __:c:.::.ou;::.rs=e....;;,h;;..;;e_h_as_e_v_er_tak_e_n_.
70.

Navy honors son of retired
PVAMU professor

~
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COMIC RELIEF
Panther from page 9
him he was not college material.
While attending college, he became involved in
organizations with the purpose of freeing African Americans from material bondage.
He learned that most of these
organizations were not successful because ofselfish leaders who alienated 'street'
brothers.
Through college, he
supported himself with small
crimes. In order to defend
himself in court, he studied
law. He later used his knowl-

edge of the law to form a police
watching program called the
Black Panthers.
After successfully defending himself for crimes
which he had committed, he
was convicted for a crime of
which he was not guilty. A
great deal of his prison time
was spent in extreme solitary
confinement. While deprived
of his basic needs, he learned
to control his mind and body.
This self control gave him the
first taste of the freedom he
had been seeking all his life.
After he was released
from prison, Newton and
Bobby Seale created the Black
Panther Party as a way to

the fact that the Black Panthers adhered to the law, they
were subject to harassment
and false murder from government agencies. Newton
blames his trials and imprisonment on being falsely accused of murdering two police
officers.
Huey P. Newton
writes clearly and logically
without the sensationalism
often associated with "revolutionary" books. He explains
his philosophy in a
nonconfrontational way. His
willingness to sacrifice his life
and freedom for the upliftment
of African Americans is inspiring.

release some of the tension in
his life.
His frustration with
public education, African
American organizations, and
the economic and social
disempowerment of African
American's combined to inspire him and Bobby Seale to
create the Black Panther
party. Using a wide variety of
influences to shape their philosophy, they formed a ten
point program to bring revolutionary change to the status
of African Americans
The rest of the book
deals with the sacrifices and
victories of Newton and the
Black Panther party. Despite

Panther

Slave from page 9
Legislation was a key factor
during this time. In 1850, the
Fugitive Slave Law was
passed.
It was the
government's way to keep
slaves under control. With
the court case of Scott vs.
Sanford, the Supreme Court
totally banished black's rights.
The series ends with the start
of the Civil War.
Africans in America
provided insight into the slavery aspect of history. The
documentary showed a different side of history that travels
far deeper than a textbook.

MAGIC MAZE
WORDS
ENDING IN
"EVER"
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BOO TIMEI Fill In the two grids, using the clues below. You'll see
that the same letters are used In each pair.

1. Tr. change.
2. Groups of cattle.
3. Corrects spelling.
4. A neck scarf.
5. Small children.
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MAMA'S BOYZ by JERRY CRAFT

~F CLASSIC. OR

I WANTlOBE
SCAAED ,mA. I.
NOT, 1MIS t,JOLFmAN
tn<NIE IS CORNJII... WANT 1> Sl.REAm!

~~

N_.,
':"

1. In .the future.
2. To cut or tear.
3. Eating systems.
4. The seashore.
5. Flying toys.
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ACROSS

J W I HA F E D

Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and
diagonally.
Achiever
Believer
aever
Fever

Forever
Griever

Retriever

Lever

Sever
Soever

Reliever

Whatever

Whenever
Wherever
Whoever

I Siring

insuurnen1
5 Capncc
9 "Casablanca"
pianiSI
12 Davenport's

place
13 Cause of
Ninja
Tunic

muwion
14 Put to
work

15 Happy•
hour quaff

17 Fresh
18 Twilight
19 Gold·
fmger?
21 Scrooge
24 Sushi
caier's
beverage

25 ChinaRussia
bonier

river
26 Did
30 Hosiery
shade

"Just Chillnn°' BY:

31 Meal for
Dracula
32 Altar
Quincy Higgins
affinnative
- - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - -- ~ ~ ~ - , - - - - - - , - - - - - - - , 3 3 Oscarnight prop
35 Radar·

screen
Spot

36 Help a
hood
37 Panon•
csquc
38 Onions
and
daffodils
40 Entangle•
C mcnt
- - - - : . - r - ~ 42 Not in the
pink

43 Father of
modem
China
48 "All for49Ducl tool
SO Othello's
foe
SJ Put into
words
52 Regimen
53 Year-end
pota1ions
DOWN
I Nobleman:
abbr.
2 Debtor's
letters
3 Confess.
with "up"
4 It has its
ups and

downs
S Knocks
'cm dead

6 Jam sound
7 Noun-to-

verb suffix
8 She hasn't
a leg to
stand on

9 Ariz.ona
S1a1e
squad
JO Drifting.
maybe
11 Stable
environrnent?
16 "_ Town"
20Adlai's
rival
21 Coup for
Deep Blue
22Mrs.
David
Bowie
23 Schus•
sers'
mecca
240ld
woman's
home?
26 Greatly

27 Filch
28 Infuriate
the

author?
29 Befuddled
31 Sacrosanct

34 Recede

35 Interfere
37 Feathery
accessory
38 Resumes
39Armbonc
40 Dandling
locale
41 U.N. veto,
maybe
44AP
counterpan
45-Paulo.
Brazil
46 53 Across
illgTCdient
47 Phone bit.
dala
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THE FINAL WORD
cuESTcoMMENTARY·

By Maurice Perkins
Special to The Panther

Disrespectful students bring shame to peers
What seems to be the
problem and how can we solve
it?
I understand that
times have changed, but do
our morals and principals
have to change with time?
I ask this question
because students today are
doing and saying things I

would never expect from our family at atPVAMU cannotwalkacrosscampuswithoutbeing
Prairie View A&M University (PVAMU). disrespected.
Don'tgetmewrong.Bynomeans
There should never be a time when our
am I a saint of all saints or a "goodie two- professors are afraid to approach students because
shoes."
they don't know how the student will react.
I've been there and done that!
First of all, they are adults.
However, I've always respected those
Secondly, they have knowledge that we are
Black men and Black women who were trying to obtain.
there to help me.
Last, but definitely not least, they hold the
It's a shame that professors here power of the pen.
It's pathetic that not only our professors, but
our Black men, Black women, and visitors walk
across campus and get disrespected the way they do.
Everyone would "hang out,""shoot the breeze,"
"chill," and do their own thing. We may have been
loud, cracking jokes, stepping or dancing, but when
an adult walked by we immediately straightened up
and showed them the respect they showed us.
It was like an unspoken rule that you stopped
acting up until they were out of sight.
We always made it a point to speak to the
professors on "The Hill."
We would never let our elders see us acting a
fool in public because we had some sort of foundation
(home training) that taught us right from wrong.
Nowadays, either students do not care or just

'Re ember,
don °t bite the

hand that
feeds you."
-Maurice Perkins
don't know any better.
They have not realized that life is one big
game and if they do not learn how to play it, they will
lose in the end.
I don't blame freshmen only because there
are few others that have grasped the concept of
playing the game.
.
I think many students lose focus and forget
' their purpose for attending PVAMU.
Students need to ask thermselves what is
their purpose for being here.
Whatever you think you came here to do,
remember that this is an institution of higher learning.
We can smoke, have sex, fight, steal, kill and
disrespect each other anytime and anyplace. However, PVAMU is not the place.
Whywastevaluable time, dollars and "sense,"
falling prey to what society really wants us to be?
Remember, "don't bite the hand that feeds
you."
These professors are feeding us knowledge
and many of us can't even taste it, let alone digest it!
W ke 1 'R a<' peop e!

